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I Determination of'ine'Duties and Qualifications of certain tyres of

Junior Statistical Workers

1.0 - The Committee of Experts discussed the reports of the sub-committees

regarding the duties and qualifications of statistical workers and agree on

the following classification of the statistical posts under consideration

and their requirements :

1.1 - Enumerator: Collects data by personal visits and interviews according

to instructions. Qualifications are as follows:

a) To read and write well, and at least to have completed intermediate

secondary education.. ' ......

b) To know the venacular language spoken in the area of work.

c) To have received special training (for a period lasting from one week

to one month according to the required data) on the schedule and

its instructions,

d) To have a good appearance and the ability, to get the required data

from the respondents.

: e)';To possess the ability to collect and register, accurately the answers

to questions in the schedule, . ■ ■

■ ■''■*£)' To be"fully "aware of the administrative and legal-duties and rights

■'■' ;v . of an. enumerator with regard to supervisors and the public.

g). To handle respondents, suitably and to show them propsr respect and

' K . refrain from' threatening them with legal penalties except when: absolu

tely necessary. ' ....... .. .. . -■

h) Not to have been previously employed as a tax-collector, military re-

' ': cruiting agent or supply officer or on similar, jobs which maks obtai

ning accurate data impossible. .
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i):jH±Js^Jse3c.__±a>^to__'bej ^h^:-.orie.---tiiat..instoes' tt>e Collection^of data-easier,

depending on local traditions. . .. /.;.. .." ,: .." ':■-,-a.-u.. ■■ ■•<■'

1»2 - Crew Leader: .Trains- enumerators,- supervises .and checks .their ..work,.-.: \,;;

corrects mistakes, and reports to the inspector i.\ Qualifications are ^ ...-. .-.

as follows:-.; ■ - . ■ ■ ■■■;.. . - - ■ .,■■;■■ .._. ., .- , ■ ■ ..-,

a) To have completed intermediate secondary education, at :3s?ast, .with1:/ :.

. .. preferably: higher qualifications, or experience .than the enumerators ■ , •

working with him. ■ ■. . ■. ■■-. ■ ' ■ .'/..■.. ; ■.-..:.■■■■■-■,■■.■:

■ ■ b) Complete familiarity, with the geography.,of the; region .under ,h% charge,

c) Adequate training on methods of contacting people and gaining their

confidence, so- that to be able to train enumerators,.

d) Compete understanding of all items in the schedule j and.ability explain

: to' train them to the enutrierators. ...... . ■ . ...

e) Strong personality and ability to handle junior staff and.to assume

-. . administrative'responsibilities; ■ ... ■,■■ . . ■■■■■■ .-"

f) Previous experience or practical training regarding his duties and

\ ■ the ^numerators:1..worky so as tojbe in a position to check their work.

g) Thorough knowledge of the projects,1 calendar, determination-to follow

: it exactly,. and ability to ...take: quitev.action when facing difficulties,

h)'At-least one year.of experience of■governmental administrative work,

-.-or .adequate ..training on such work, : : :-■■..■ ■ ■,■.::. ^

1,3 -■■■Inspector; allocates enumeration units, .trains crew .leaders1 and enume

rators, supervises and checks their work, corrects their mistakes rif-any, and

repoEts-'to the .sttpetfvisor «■'■■ Qualifications .are as. follows :■.-■■. ■ ..> . ;, i.r

a), To have completed:secondary education at.least, with, experience of

field work for no less than six months, .as-a.crew leader. -:
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f .thewlegal-.side/. 6£/field'-work,- .- * i :■:■.:?■ .■- •.■

c). Strong.'personaliity;and.ab;Llity..ito entertain good relations1 with

local adminis trative. bodies., so.-is.-to obtain...their assistance" 'if

d).: T0r,be';f^iliar with-'the^technical,-: financial and administrative-

nJ; '.- aspects, ofyfehe proje.et.to the. extent .that enables him to .give ade-■'■

■-.:•. '.-quat^. theorefeica]...and> :pr.actical:.-.local training- to the 'crevir-leaders ■

and enumerators. -.•■..■

■e) Ability to..carry responsibilities and- to exercise the powers and

authority necessary for the performance o^ his duties* ■ ■ ■ -

1*4,:-^ SuT3ervisor.;. Administration-of field, work: in a given region,- bontrol

Qf.-fbhe.: financial aspects of ..the projetc,. including.'allocati-dra.^of'. resources;

local publicity campaigns. Qualifications are as follows:-.-' ■• ■, :; ■

. -. .a):-To have completed secondary ■ education, at leastj■■.with;,ex^.rience;;-iji"-

field work as an inspector, for at 'least, three months... ; -■'■■■■.•:,■■ ■■. "■ ■:■>">■

b) Detailed knowledge of th&.project and its financial, administrative;

■ ; and ;legal/aspects w '-■ ■ ' :;■ : . ■ ■ '. ■ ■■.,■.;.-/■. ■;-.■ ':■■ ■■''"

c) Experience in administrative .work,.: ■. ' ■ :;. .■■■ :' ' -: ■ >-.■■■'■'-

d) Ability to organize'local- training. ..■■■■■ . .■.'.■.■-/..;■,- ■-.-. '■ ..- :

e.) Ability to .exercise his rights 'and authority. . V. ■ .■ ■;- '■■--. ,.;

f) Knowledge of sampling techniques, in the case of satftple surveys.

1.5 -; iSti-atistical. dlerk: Distribution and ^collection" of ■statistical'! forn^"to

and from enumeration/districts, axid-regional,.offices;.checking of.-received do

cuments; extracting information.from registers and files; coding; proof rea

ding; filing. Qualifications are 'as follows :

. a) To have completed intermediate secondary education at least.
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b) To have been trained.for a: period lasting, between two weeks and a

month.in coding- and .checking operations,-and for.a--.period of one

.month in the routine work mentioned above.-' : -v; \ -rr"

1.6 - Statistical computer: Performance of arithmetical operations on calcu

lating machines, use.-.of tables .of squares,; square roots., logarithms,- etc;

checking primary statistical data for-accuracy and consistency; assistance in

the preparation of statistical tables, charts,, .diagrams, -etc. Qualifications

are as follows: ■ .

a).To.have completed'intermediate, secondary or commercial education1

at Isast. . .. ;. \ - -.■ ■■ ■ '■ ■■■

b) To have been trained for a period of three months at least, in the use-

of calculating machines and statistical .tables (squares,-;square roots,-

logs, etc.). ■ . ■ .-■.

1.7 - Statistical assistant: ■ Training and- supervision ■ of statistical clerks ani

computers, drafting of statistical forms., questionnaires/tables',-. graphs', charts,

diagrams, :etCi,:help in designing-sample enquiries .and. preparation of frames,

drafting of memorandums and letters, dissemination of statistical-information

and publicity. The following qualifications are'-required.: '. ■ ■'

a) To have completed secondary .education at least. . :

b) Training for five years,at least in computer's work and statistical

.routine -work,. - -;;:-. ■ '■ ■ ■.■'■'.

c). To.-have :passecV.a written,examination and a ipersonal.test

....the. above, mentioned -work before obtaining the title, -
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1.8 -•■:Card puncher: ■ Punching and;.verification of: statistical-,cards,. ..The_..,

following qualifications are required: ._'.. . ■ .. .'.;-;.: ■■,■; ; ;-;:?;iv!:

a) To have completed elementary education at least. :

b) To have tak^n' the training course.organised..by the, specialised ;

statistical machine-companies'. ■ ~, ■■;■■ .■=."■-.. : ■■ ■..-fv o-.:- ... ■

1.9 - Machine operator: Operates sorters,' counting machines, tabulators .and

supervises punchers. Qualifications ..are as, follows:, -. ,. : ■ ,-.. ...

a) To have completed interinediate. secondary education at: least,; ,■

b) To have passed the training course.organized by. specialized machine ,■

companies. ■•. ■ ■-,■■■ ■ .?■■■ ■. . ■ ■■■■■■. :;;: . ',

1.10 - Machine room supervisor: ' Supervises the. above two groups, designs.,-.,. .

tabulating arid wiring operations, checks tables for punching,..sorting or. ..:, ..

wiring errors. Qualifications are as follows.:-.; ■,. ; -■ ■ . . . -. . :

a) To have completed secondary education (general- or technical) at least..

b) :To have received/the necessary training from a specialized machine

. company. ,■.";■ ■ ■■-. :.. " ■ .:■■ '. ■ .-..•. -.. - ■

" ■■'■' c) Personal character;needed for supervising .and,organizing the work.

l.ll-.*-'Iff;general the, committee, recommends the following:... . .,

a) That appointment in the posts of statistical clerk and statistical

computor should require a certificate that the applicant.has passed.the test

held at the end of the training programiiesvThose appointed-should,receive an

additional financial allowance'^ for; attending the1, training .programmes and-.passing

the tests successfully. '■■■ • :- ■ '.-■,.-. . . .... .■..;;.■. ■ ■ ■■ . ■.-:■..

b)-That the Ara:b States, should.'cpnsi.der: the;.establishment of, statistical,-■

assistant posts to which statistical computers having passed a written test
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and a personal interview could be- appointed. Those appointed should receive

financial allowances as in a). .'■- - ... .;■■ ■.-.■■ ; ■>

c) That the Arab. States should pay field' staff 'Ifield bonuses".;

while they are engaged in collecting, data. This would be in addition to a,

fixed transportation allowance to cover such expenses. ■ . . :.

1 d) That :the departments of statistics in the Arab dountries should- consi,-'

der the appointment of female staff as computers, punchers and machine operators

and on similar work for whieh women are more suitable. ' . :'

H ■' 'Unified training curriculum and .syllabus . ' ■ : ■■'.-'.■■,■■.■■' i;-.' ■'-;.■

2.0 - The Committee of Experts discussed the reports of the. sub-committee

regarding a unified curriculum and syllabus for the;training of the above

mentioned statistical workers, and made the- following recommendations regarding.;

the training curriculum and syllabus.1". ' " .

2.-1 '"-''-The' construction of questionnaires - . ■ -„<-..■■■■ /■■; .

a) Purposes of eollecting data, description of items -in the differents

forms and questionnaires, and how they should be filled in.-

■b) Stressin-g the importance of' the basic questions in the statistical forms.

c) Advantage of good wording .in getting; definite, .answers.and in making,

coding easier1.- ■.■■■■-• . . . .-. ■ . ,-.

d) Function of'Spaces'needed-for coding. ■;X-- ' ■ .-. ^ .'.■. ...

";-e) Method for 'checking data.in the■ field for consistency.- :

f) Explaining the .instructions' of the'questionnaire. ,;--.. .- ' ■ ....■■ ; -.

The training period depends on the conditions of the operation.. .: ,

2*2 - How to deal with the public when collecting data, this covers, the

following points; . ' ■ " ■ , .. .:
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a) The statistical operation and-its' -relation with the enumerator

, -and-.respondents; ■-:.. ' :.\ i".:'.;. . -:'^:;.- '.■■-'■ •■ ■ -; "'" ": '■■'' '■'■ ■

b) Methods of gaining confidence which helps in obtaining quick accurate

■ ■- replies'-; arid:.^avoiding trouble. ' ■■ ;

c) Importance of a good appearance and of the respect of local traditions,

d) Importance of. avoiding.any levity while collecting data,

c) Stressing the confidential character of data which should-be collected

■:■■■■■. from -responsible persoris only,'

f) Importance of carrying the identification card.

g) Helping the respondent: in giving correct "dnswers.""'

This part of the programme should take two: hour's. J ■

2.3 - Technical, financial, and administrative^ organiaat-iori of field work:

a) Description of.the different field operations; the technical aspects

of enumeration and the" best "ways to carry it out,

b); Description: of ■■the administrative aspects of field work, making

each category' of workers aware of their'own- administrative responsi

bilities and of those of their staff. ;

I:.-,.: ■... c) Financial procedures.- '■ ■ ' ■■'-'■ :> ■ ■■~-: '■ :

d) Checking of data in the field and in the office. ■ ' '■ .

This part of the programme "should take about-four hours'/' .'

2.4 - Complete enumeration (The -:census method):'■■-.-■ . ::: ■ : ■ ■■ : '■" : ';

a) Definition of census j its importance and application .in different fields,

-;:b)::Relation between"local-and international population 'censuses.

c) Historical review of local and foreign censuses.^ " ■ '"'■■

d)'ifhe icensus:vplanl-and-necessary;supplies-, ■ ■ " ; -: ■■■ " "'■"-" ' ' °:

e) The different steps of census field work.
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f) Steps of post-enumeration stage. , ..,:.:. . ; ■

g) Making clear that personal data will not be used for other,than

strictly statistical purpos.es.' ..-. .

h) Explanation of the census law; stressing the confidential character

.. ... ■ ■ ... of the data, . . . . . . ■

This part of the .programme will take about 4 hours*.

2,5-' Sampling ■ surveys; . ■ . ... .

a) Advantages of the recent use of. sampling methods; economy of time

and effort; accuracy. -. .- ■.. -.■■ •■. -: ■,■:■

b) Sampling methods, can be used in various fields where complete

enumeration is not applicable.

c)...Random sampling,..,ancl,.the different techniques of. selection. . . .-

d) Data should ^be .collected from all :individuals in the sample; no

replacement to be made before careful consideration.. . ...

e) Stressing the importance of selection from a complete frame in

.... . order, to avoid enlarging the. error when generalizing for the

whole population. ■.■■ .

f) A probable error can be calculated using the sample size and collected

data. _ . ■ ;. . ■■ . : . ■ .. -

g) Some examples of sampling in different .fields, ,: ■

Four hours are estimated for this ..programme. . ... - .. ■ ,.;\ ■;... - :-.

..2..6 -.Checking and coding' of. data . ...-:..,.... = ■ . .. -. . . ■ ■ ■<■ :;; ■■■ ^

a), ^iportance of .complete checkirig; of. data in- eyery questionnaire. ;for

accuracy, completeness and. consistency. ...

b) The importance of 'checking the totals, in every statistical form.
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c) Statistical tables, pa q

d) Importance of classification-in pres'enti^ statisti-cal^data/---:... - . ■■

and comparing between statistical values. -■ ■ ; ■

e) Quantitative and qualitative classifications. " ■ :": ' ■ ■ " !" :

f) A general idea about some important international classifications,

and their local applicability. ' -;i r ■ - ■■■ .

g) Purposes of coding, making data processing easier by using punched

cards. ' ' ' """ ■"■'■ ■ ■' '

h) The decimal method for establishing a code, ■ ;

i) Principles of establishing a code; flexibility to add or omit,

sum or separate, ■ ■

j) The importance of code verification.

This part of the programme' takes about 60 hours.

2,7 - Operating; the statistical machines- ' " ' .. ' . ■ .. .: ..-.. ^ ■■■.'.

The basic training programme is to be carried out by the machine companies,

taking the following in consideration:' ■ ' '

" a) Training a number of workers larger than what is actually required

for operating the'machines, this enables selecting better operators.

b) Operators are to be trained periodically (every two years) .by:the

machine companies, ' ■ '■-■■;'

c) Sending a mathematical statistician abroad to study the functions

and possibilities 6~£ electronic statistical':and computing machines

which may be less "expensive and faster1 than the br'dinary machines in

"data':processing, even when this 'operation is carried out at the com

panies offices.
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2.8 - Tabulation and presentation of statistical data -■■'._■,

a) Technical checking of tables released from the machines^ for accuracy.

b) Decoding and writing, tables headings . .

c) ■Preparing tables for publishing. ..... ■ ■

d) Using calculating machines and mathematical tables. ;

.e.) Checking the tables for consistency of sub-totals and grand total.

f) Methods of graphic presentation of statistical data.

g) Types of typing and printing machines (Qestetner.,. Banda, .Photo-.:

copying machines, etc,-)- .,......- :. ■.

h) Methods of proof verification, and types and sizes of letters.

i) Types and sizes of paper for .printing and drawing.

This programme will be covered in about 20 hours.

2.9 - In general. the committee recommends, the following. :; ■ .■..,...

a). That due attrition be .given to training programmes for every, piece

of statistical work individually. . One. of the experts ,supervising.it-.

■ must be in. charge of training, the personnel taking the special cir-

...l- . ,cumstances of :the research.in consideration,

b). That making usage.of the paper presented by Mr. Abdel-Khalek ■ about

"The coding of the data" be considered and that,, by. expanding it

;...;into apmpfcilet to be used in training to check and code the data.

:.c:) -Uhaib due attention be :given to prepare,the public for the statistical

■ ..^processes before getting into the field and it-would be easier thus

... . for *the enumerators or data collectors to contact the public.
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III Methods'of'training and.-lts organization. ■■:■ '. \- ■ .■■ . . . ■. ' . ■■;.

3.0 - The committee of experts reviewed'the■ third-report of the first committee

concerning the programme of trailing, followed now in the. Arab countries. This

report shows that there" are very different levels in the organization'-of the

teaching of statistics and statistical training in these different countries,

3-1 - The committee, therefore,'recommends Arab-countries where there are.

colleges for teaching statistics and'.central organization for Statistics,

the following suggestions for consideration:

. a) A committee from experts in statistics in colleges and central organi-

- ' ■ ■ ".. zations shall.be formed to set the fundamentals for theoretical and

practical training. A training programme .should be set for master

'■ 'trainers theoretically in.colleges and practically in central statisti

cal organizations and other' statistical departments if-.any, The pro-,

gramme should contain the principles of collected data statistics in

■ ''■■■"■ the concerned countries together with- comparisons between' the methods ,.■

■■ applied in the Arab countries and the--statistically advanced countries,

whose economical and social circumstances resemble those of. the Arab"-"--:'.;

countries! this programme should take into'account the.recommendations

- ' " ■■-of the U.N. '■■■'. ■ ' ■■ -: ■ '"■■■ ■■"■■■ ■• ■■ '■ -■

'■-■:■■'ti%~ilci select the principal trainers among the experts at the' rate of one

■i^..--../for-every 20 employees working 'in- statistical centres ;as computers or

clerks, . .;■;:■ ='■ ■■:.■.■ '; ■ ■■ .

c-^-To set up a 'permanent: inspectorate of tralhira:g within the central

^■■organisation^ To this will---be; attached the-principal trainees. All

-■: the.-required'facilities, both material-and; technical, should be given

i;to it. It should accept all local and other -Arab students-;"'■
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d) The inspectorate of traifting^ste;^ ■"/■■:

'•'■■'■■■■' : :- - "candidates" holding a baccalaureate- (GvCE.) .oroits equivalent? ,;" - *',i.

'-■■'■ ■■'■' / they 'will graduate as assistant, .statisticians > if' theyvpass a. . ■■■■■■;. -:-ttw,'

■'■" -written-'examination..and a-■personal., interview at the .end .of their. ;.:;.: ■■;

■" -"-^eMod'of: training-. ;.;■;'■ ■!;.'■ ■ -.=■■• ■-'"■■ •■■*.'/■■ - .'■■'■■l!--'-::--\

e) The appointed-assistant-statisticians should train., the 'clerks'; - -' ■■:.

-. .and-bomputers. in the statistical centres;.in which they work,- under -:,.--■.

the guidance of the inspectorate.' '".■■'■- ' " ._■'■-■■:"- ■■-.,■■■■■'./■.■ ■;..

■-.-a ■-:■-£) Kie inspectorate of training eontrollership'should prepare a .programme

of .periodical training for assistants and section chiefs:in statisti-

■ ■ cal ..centres to improve statistical work according'to the'"latest prac-

-:; :- tical" developments'; and to introduce new-administrative, financial

; and, legal procedure, with view to facilitating'the routine work of

'■';■.■' ' government -services. ■ ■ : ■ . ; ~ ■ ■-..-

3,2:.:^;-The committee, suggests to Arab countries, in wliich statistical- services

are--still at an early, stage of development, and which have-no college faci

lities for the teaching, of statistics-.:-*- " ■■'- '■= , '' "■ .■..'-■ ■■

■■■;' . a.)- That, they should send missions to: the other Arab'/countries, in which

such facilities are available, for theoretical and .practical-training.

;?>. :b) That they should .request the helpof. Arab ..experts .for -the establishment

:--■■■ . ■: :. ;-of. a .local training-centre,. in! cooperation^with .local statisticians

when these are available. / ■■'

c) That. the. Arab, statistical, society' should be invited- to follow, the

^different statistical projects undertaken by statistical services

. ■■;' in.the-'Arab countries, and to publish a full account of -theses pro

jects, ^so/that/every Arab country may. have .an. opportunity to avail
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.Itself of the methods of:work used in the other sister 'countries.

3.3 - 'Che Committee thinks that valuable experience could be gained if every

employee of outstanding ability holding an intermediate certificate were

given an opportunity to receive further appropriate training in a statisti

cally advanced country. ■ ■' ■■ ;

3.4 - The Committee suggests that every theoretical programme should be com

plemented by a practical one extending over'as long a period as:possible;

the whole programme should be. concluded by an examination'to make sure that

the trained is-efficient in his field. ' ;

3.5 - In view of the serious-shortage of qualified training staff in most

Arab countriesy-the committee recommends thaVthe cooperation of'experts of

Arab and other countries should be' constantly sought in establishing and

carrying out .'those :programmes. It further advises the exchange of technicians

between the Arab countries during statistical operations of major importance

or of arhigh technical .level. . ' : ■ "■ ■ - ■ ■ ■ . ' ■' '

3.6 - The Committee■also thinks that in-service training1'is"one';of the best

methods suited to the' present stage of statistical-development in most Arab

countries,/ ihis!can 'be attained by establishing a- special office of Inspec

torate in the main statistical office. ■ ': -../:.'■:■ ■

3.7 - If such -training is to be:■■fully Effective, there should be material and

moral-incentives to encourage statistical employees to apply-for'it.. ■■

The-following recommendations should be taken' into account: ■ '

- a)',The operations :in-,which they will be trained,'together with their

' stages and^links with other operations, 'should be-defined.'v
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b) Technicians- should simplify.the. theoretical bases of-those opera

tions, as far. as possible :and show how they are applied to the ■■ ■ . ■

various statistical activities, by means of pamphlets that they ■

. .;.will prepare.for that purpose. . ■■■-■. ■■.. ' ;■ ' ■ ;": "■

c) Theoretical training should be accompanied by practical training :■ ' \;

..(in the division:or, administration concerned) in the course of "

,■ ;.-;Cur^ent.,-wprfcj! 'meetings should be held-to discuss mistakes'and "'■<-:i^--■■ ■

explain why the*, system followed is- preferable to other 'systems. - ;

Practical training should take place in the natural circumstances .

of work .in the division or .administration.

d) Trainers-should be chosen..among the technicians most competent'

to explain the subjects. ■ ■ :It' is preferable that they; should

; have had lon.gr:previous experience in statistical operations rele-

.vant to the training.. ■ "

e) Statistical centres should ask their technicians to draft plairi

;. instructions; concerning;-workundertaken in their administrations"

,, or divisionsj-its historical-background, the causes which have !l

..led, in the past, to -revise!, ■ methods :and the practical'difficul

ties of procedures and time limits. V" ':'

f): Statistical services should- instruct senior held staff to record

difficulties,encountered in preparing and in carrying out operations,

and the means used to overcome them. They are expected to give full

. ... detailed reports.on the 'pe-rf6rmance' of the'operations in their dis

tricts as ,soon as they are'completed. Careful study of'these reports

will improve field work by training those responsible for them and

warning them against mistakes previously committed.
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IV Completion -gf "translation of statistical: terminology--and symbols .

4.0 - The committee of expert's-Reviewed the report of the fp^th,.committee

(Terminology sifb-Cominittee)' annexed to this^report, which ^contains some modi

fications' tbthl':Ijist'of statistical[terms ,whiefr .was - adopted,-:by./the first Sta

tistical ■Meeting'for Arab'-countries., .-The-'committee, recommends.,.the. following:

a"): To-adopt the list of- terms and symbols ■ and ..to send-it to the

Arab Academy in: Cairo for final .'consideration. _.. ... .■:,■,....

'■'■' b)1 Thre Arab Secretariat-should be--asked to. adopt'and publish these

' "? terms, recommending Arab -Countries' to put -them .intQ^use..

c) The Statistical Society for Arab countries shall be. ;asked to proceed

'. wxth:;;the' 'translation'of ■ statistical:terms, on.■;the;,blasis .o^ Kendall

:::and'Buc-klahd's dictionary and.other dictionaries.., ,,.;. il-...]...;

d):;Tne":Sta-Bisticai Society for Arab,,countries should.be:.requested to

start the compilation- of -ah Ar'abic:.statistical dictionary-;.-.

'" ('containing1 statis't'ical terms", and ■;their.-.■definitions.):.' ;; ,-..■-. .;"i.

V Strengthening the Statistical society for Arab countries _ . ... ■:

5.0 - The 'committee of;-experts considered the means^.of strengt-hening. the, sta

tistical "society "'for Arab1'countries' so''as to cnablo. it to- carry.■out.its functions

The committee reviewed the history of the society,!. 3,ts:.regulations .and finan-1

cial position■'^j^~:-'^}3^4d^^::^^<i^t^^\^\-^G other;similar, so^ej?.ie.s ..with the-,

aim of enabling- the' sbciety to' fulfill the objective-, as define.d:-in;--its regu-,v.

latiohs, 6f rousing' statistical! ■consciousness in'Arab-countries. . ■■.. ^..-..■■.... ■ _■-_....

The committee reached the*-following ■■recommendations: ■ : ■■ . ; ■./■■-, , ■ ■■: ..,:..■

a") A general meeting of' attending members should be-held: to ■ discuss ..■: r

and'approv'e the* draft articles: of'the society -before the. :comp!lBtion. ,

of the meeting of experts.
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b) A,_cen.:tral offiaeY(a.dmin-is-trative..pr^an) ;should:be established/and

.. given certain powers to cope with .the following:'/. ■■•■■ -.:■■;■■.; -.■■"' -

--..:. ■-■■: Registration of the society, admission of members-,, acceptance. O

■:■•'■■'■: ■■.'. of technical assignments, receiving requests and technical =. i .:■< .:!

" ■ r... ■-■■ consultations'and-trying to fulfill or answer them,/ delegating-"-:-

work'within-the limits of the articles and the budget of the

society, publishing a free circular.containing.skatistical

..■■■-'■■'■ njvf.3 and-statistical matters and topics of current importance,

and establishing a national' statistical society in ..each Arab

'-■■. ■■"■■■ •■■ country. ■ ■'■■■'.: ;.■.-■ ■ -■.-..•. . .: ■ :.,-■■:.■■ ■■

c) To strengthen the- central statistical office-, a corresponding de

legate in each-Arab*country should be chosen- to:look after the

society's affairs in his country and to help in- strengthening(:■

ties between those concerned in statistics. '. '■■■■■

d) Local statistical-gatherings should be held:yearly in different

places. .j-VVt'.Lo--: .." " J^ ..\..._^. ^.;...... .. ■" .■'.■:'./>.... ■ ..'■■■ . ~'.~ - -■ -

e) :The.&upport^and help\of Arab .governments, of.the Arab'league .' ■■ v.

■ ■■': secretariat and the help of local.United Nations technical assist-'■-j

"■■■:■■ ■■:-:." 'tancerr:should = ;be sought. ':.■ -. ■ . ■ ■■" ' ■ ' ■- ■ ': ■

VI: Preparations.-for. the: second statistical, meeting of .Arab states .. : . i i

6.0 - -Ttoe committee of experts;,discussed- the;choice of-r^: -subject for '..the. ■■•second

statistical meeting-.and-. considered1 suggestions concerning- agricultural,. :educ-a- ■

tionalj man-power and labour -force, production, economic.-.and vital, and health ■

statistics as/weal as programmes for training and teaching..statisticians., .

After reviewing .the .history of. the social study seminars,: :the.-.committees of
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social affairs exper.t5,and the firs.t st.ati.stic-al:meiet;ing,.up.t,o this meeting

of Arab statistical experts, .ancUafter taking into consideration, the date

and place of the next seminar social affairs and of the next meeting, of so

cial affairs experts, and after consulting, the U.N. delegate,.,thecommittee

reached the following recommendations: .■..■i; . .■ ■ .. :

a) .The,subject of the-second statistical meeting for Arab countries should

be the statistics of Agricultural and Industrial, production,.^inclu

ding the relevant to labour and Foreign.Trade.statistics. Particular

emphasis should be laid on the problems arising.from the Agricultural

Census to be held in i960 and to the steps necessary for carrying out

this. .census. : .-■■:.■ ■.■;■.■:■■.■•. ■ ■ ■ • ■ ■

b) The-^meeting should last two weeks, between mid-September and mid^-No.-;

vember-1953* ■ ".■ . •.:. ■ . ■ ■

c) The meeting, should he vheld in Damascus or. Bagdad. ..■■ , -■,,.-..-.;. - ■■ .

. d) The Arab League Secretariat, after consulting the states concerned,

should select the final date and place of the meeting.

e) The U.N. should be invited to share in the arrangements, aoVmistra-

tion and expenses of the meeting in the same way as it has done in

November 1955 meeting.

f) The Arab League Secretariat should be invited to. share in the arran

gements, administration and expenses in the same way as it had done

with regard to this meeting of experts (Nov.. 1957)- It should be .

invited, in particular, to pay for. travel and sojourn expenses for a

delegate from each Arab country.
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g) Each Arab country "should be^'invite'd to send ;at ■%%& expense <-.t.' :

. X^nf, ecu iim-xir other than- the member delegated at.-the expense

of the U.N. and Arab League Secretariat, ■ ■■■■■:.

h) The host 'country should be invited to provide the-local facilities

required for holding the meeting. : ■■■■■-. - ■ • . -■ .

i) Hie U.N. ^should be asked to consider inviting representatives from.

both 'Tunis^and Morocco, at its expense. ■

j) The Arab League Secretariat should be asked to consider inviting

observers from Arab countries non-members .of the Arab League, at

■""its expense." " ■ "" ■ ■ .. ..--. ■ ■ . ': ' ■ . ■. . . ■

6,1 - The Committee stresses the importance of the registration-, of births

and deaths and of epidemic" diseases and the need for a training programme

in most Arab countries on this subject. So, the. committee recommends that

each Arab country should study this subject separately prior to its conside

ration in a forthcoming meeting of statistical experts. . -:

VII General recommendations

7.0 - In addition to the subjects listed under the various items of its

agenda, the experts' committee discussed other topics about which it consi

dered relevant and useful to put forth some recommendations.

7«1 - In some Arab countries, there are now some local training statistical

centres. In .view of the usefulness of such centres to the progress of the

science of statistics, the committee recommends the Secretariat of the Arab

League to support them and facilitate the recruitment of their staff from

technical experts of the Arab countries, and give every possible help to

fortify them.
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7.2 - .Considering..:, the,,.,se.rjvic.es'.rendered.1 by .the.,,International. Centre for.... . ..-., .

statistical., training ii>;,-Beirut to. the governments .of the area, in training ,ri. ..

their staff, and its efforts in promotion statistical, progress., in the Arab

and Oriental,.countries,.,.and in order to encourage, it. to pursue its. mission

in the,best possible., way j .tfye Committee, recommends to, the ^Secretariat of...the .....

Arab League and, through... it, to the. Arab. Govarnments. and...the ..United Nations. . .

Technical. .Assistance Administration and specialized .agencies, to back, the,

centre, and-help it. financially- and morally.. ...... , . ...... :,.. ........

7.3 -, She- Committee recommends that the Arab Statistical Society, should be ,, ■.

requested to-take s;teps to set up a programme fqr.. the- training of .specialized .. .

technical statisticians, and .to take appropriate, .measures for. .the, .general..implemen

tation..of this ^pro.gr.amme in the Arab countries, and.to. see., to it that statistical

posts be considered as .professional and, as such., deserving moral. anc| material. .^

encouragement.,, ..:..,., . . ..... -. .... ,,,.

7.4..,-.. The Cpmmittee:,emphasizes, the importance..and usefulness of. a complete . .;

translation into .Arabic of the. principal.literature ,and of the...important

statistical ,classii*ication5: and their..applications,, issued by. the U.'.N. and ....

its specialized agencies. Ih this respect, the committee recommends, that...the r

General Secretariat should request the help of the Arab Statistical Society

in carrying out recommendation No. 83 of the final report of the first Sta

tistical meeting for the Arab countries.

7«5 - The Committee would also like to draw the attention to the studies

kindly submitted by some of our colleagues, for the furtherance of its.dis

cussions; they were published and distributed to the participants, and

used try the subcommittees, their contents being reflected in the final report.
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.VJhile thanking" I&o.se^ c'pllea^tieay-the "committee recommends'. 'that/1 the1 General-^ .;■ ."

Secretariat,-"in cooperation' with'the- A;-S.S. ^-"should see1, that- wider "distribu-.-, ','■"■ .

■tioribe given to .those ■studies..,;_;■";■'■;'■ ■ . ;^vi;';'>*'^6:f' " " ■".'■"■"■ ■; •" r■■■ ■' ■■ .:■ ":. ,:^"' '.; - . r '■ ■

7.6.-.At its "final meeting, the'Coirmittee'.was informed "-that the.lea.d'eF/bfV:^;;^1 ■.:■■"

the Syrian Republic' .delegation had received a note from his government. t-hat ■ ' .;. _..i:; ; ,■

"they would-welcome'.the- second statistical meeting'in- Damascus'. -' .■. / "-■ _•/:■}■;■>,■■ ■■v.N ;■' '

The Committee noted with pleasure statements by the heads .of delegations, ; ,.. , ■--;, :;, v-1."

'expressing deep interest in having the coming meeting held in their countries.V;;-M ,.LYv;

7.7- Finally, the committee wishes to express its appreciation to;the Arab ;.;;; S; .■■.;.!.::;;,

■. " . . . '"■'■' '■-./ ;■'.- '-■:■. :\"V '.
-League Secretariat for its interest in statistical affairs and for its, contrir^:- . v. f.

bution to the success'of this meeting,- to the Lebanese Government for. having; ;>y;:;V;;'; ;

Welcomed the meeting in Beirut, to the U,N. Secretariat and-specialized, agehpies}^;.;.>■.;:

and other organizations and which kindly sent observers to take part in -the- '^:y:r-:.'/'^^y*

technical work of the meeting. Last but not least, the committee-expresses' ■ ;j; ■;:L:J;;';;..

its appreciation to the administration of the International Statistical Centre-;-.; ■■- ■

(I.S.C) responsible for. teaching Statistics1 -in Beirut for placing-tho building-* ■ " ■■ "■.

of the institute with all its facilities-and' the services-of its employees, "at-. "■-;■.

the'disposal of the'meeting. "■, ' .'■"■' ■ " - " ; ; "■'.- ■■'■"■. ,"/'■■'•


